
Our ready-made rig with premium mono featuring two of the
deadliest teasers know to fish! The “sabiki” version is a scaled up
version of the deadly bait rig, matching the teaser assist hooks on
our larger jigs. The tube version, used in our Diesel Mack Rigs,
presents some chafe resistance and a larger profile in the water.
Either rig can be fish as a teaser rig -or- as a bait rig. The beauty of
the rig is that if your bait gets stolen, your still in the game with the
teaser which is perhaps 85% as effective “naked”.

FISH SMART.
FISH SIMPLE.
FISH HOGY.

We believe that ground-fishing with artificial baits can be almost — if not just as effective
as bait and 100% easier and cleaner! In our opinion, groundfish rigs need to be easily
fished, durable, and automatic. We do this with practical jigs often paired with one of our
Jig Biki rigs.
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The Hogy Jig Biki Rig

COD & HADDOCK
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The Hogy Tube Biki Rig

Tactical Groundfish Jigs

Epoxy Jig Lure: Ideal in shallow water, 25’ or less.
Big profile with less weight for a comparable lead jig.

2 Squinnow Jig: Top all around choice for ground-
fishing in 25-75’ of water. Color patterns to imitate
crab, squid and glow. Fished slow.

3 Heavy Minnow: Similar specs as the Squinnow jig.
Major difference is that this lure is fished fast and
has more baitfish color patterns including the widely
popular silver side.25- to 75’ of water.

4 Sand Eel Jig: Obvious choice if sand eels are in the
area. Sizes up to 16oz. Fished fast. Teaser assist
matches Jig Biki Hook. 25’ to 300’

5 Flutter Pitch Jig: Flat Wide profile, designed for a
slow pitch jigging technique. 

HOW-TO VIDEO
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SCUP

salt-water species, they’ll be moving with the current on both the
incoming or outgoing tides. Some shore anglers do better on
either side of high tide as water may get to shallow at the bottom
stages. 

Hogy Jig Biki Rig 3/0 : The heavy gauge wire makes it difficult to
set the hook with an undersized fish, which will reduce the risk of
injury to small, fragile fish and reduce the time spent catching
undesirable fish.

Tactical Jig: Hogy Squinnow Jig  Scup are surprisingly 
aggressive when it comes to lures. You’ll want to drop 
the jig to the bottom and target the bottom 10-feet of 
the water column. You’ll find the best success with 
short and slow jigging motions; scup have small mouths 
and you want to give them the time to get the hook. 
Sometimes, I will re-rig with an inline 1/0 Live Bait hook. 

Strategy: Using your fish finder, look for a rocky bottom with deep
holes, ledges or drop offs. You can count on finding scup or pogies
around most structure in 100-feet or less. Like most other 

SEABASS
Hogy Jig Biki Rig 3/0 or 5/0: When targeting sea bass, I upsize my
hooks to 5/0 as sea bass are aggressive feeders and have huge mouths
in comparison to their body size. Switching to a tube teaser style rig 
 as the tubing will serve as chafe gear keeping the line from fraying
due to their sandpaper-like mouths. 

Tactical Jig: Hogy Squinnow Jig  (Shallow) In 25’ or less I tend to favor
the slow rounded shape of the Hogy Squinnow jig. Not only is the jig
less prone to snags, but the lure also has a fluttery action with slow
short jigging motions. If the current gets too strong, the smaller more
compact Heavy Minnow jig will hold bottom better.
-
Tactical Jig: Hogy Flutter Pitch Jig  (Deep) 30’ Plus or when targeting
large sea pass. The teaser assist on this jig will perfectly match the
teasers on the Hogy Jig Biki Rig. Fish the flutter Pitch with long slow
sweeps of the rod for sea bass.

Strategy: Sea bass love wrecks; any wreck you see on your chart would
be a good place to start. Otherwise, similarly to scup, any bottom
structure such as rocks, live bottom, drop offs, holes and ledges are
also tell-tale, fishing hot spots when targeting sea bass.  

SIMPLE SEA BASS FISHING

DRIFTING STRUCTURE

Drifting over structure is a great way to begin targeting
groundfish. This simple technique can be achieved by reading
your boat drift before positioning your boat ahead of bottom
structure and allowing wind and current drift the boat over
the structure.

Tip: Do not run over the structure you intend to fish when
setting up a new drift. Especially in shallow water.
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SQUID JIGGING
The Hogy Hi Low Rig: Use empty Loops for Squid Jigs. The typical
squid rig consists of a “hi-lo- rig with two dropper loops with
squid jigs connected to them connected with barrel swivel and 1to
2 oz bank sinkers for weight. Some days squid can be finicky other
less so. If you have it handy, 10-20 pound clear fluorocarbon is
ideal for squid fishing on Cape Cod.

Tactical Jig: The Hogy Squid Jig Pink is perhaps the most popular
color but the four primary colors for squid jigging on Cape Cod are
Amber, Pink, Glow and Green.

Strategy: You’ll see the fleet if there is a concentration of squid.
Many of these boats will be anchored so be respectful. Find your
most productive spot and try to anchor right over it. That can be a
small pile of rocks or structure where the squid lay their eggs. You
don’t have to be right in the fleet to catch the squid. Drift over the
area until you start catching. Don't stay in the same spot all day.
Move around.



Hogy Jig Biki Rig 3/0 or 5/0: There are probably hundreds of different
styles of fluke rigs on the market, each of which is very effective, and
often come rigged with a series of spinners, floats and teasers that are
designed to attract fluke off the bottom. While I agree that these rigs
are effective, I prefer a simpler rig with fewer tangles. I tip my teasers
with one small piece of squid on the short line and one long piece on
the top line. The beauty of this rig is that the “biki” style teasers will
swim naturally in the water and will continue to be fishing, even when
your bait is stolen. 

Tactical Jig: Hogy Flutter Pitch Jig or Sand Eel 
Jig Either jig works particularly well for fluke 
and both com in sizes for the famously large 
Nantucket fluke in 100’ of water in strong 
currents. (8.5 to 12oz) Each of these jigs 
feathers the same “sabiki” style assist hook 
that matches the Hogy Jig Biki Rig. Many 
anglers will ad an inline single hook to the back
 split ring and tip it with squid.

Strategy: I typically find fluke around shoals and deep drop offs. Fluke
are aggressive feeders and spread out into areas where distracted
baitfish are likely to be swept down with the tidal currents. While
some spots are better than others, textbooks suggest that a shallow
shoal nearby a deep drop-off very close by will likely have fluke in
season. Fluke are active fish and move around a lot so drifting with
the current is best. I break down a fluke spot into two plays: the deep
side of the rip and the rip itself, caused by tide running over the shoal.
I usually start in the shallow area and make a few drifts over the shoal.
Sometimes you’ll find more action in the rip but sometimes the fish
tend to be smaller. 

not swim very far to eat. Therefore, you want your bait to be right in
front of their nose. Rather than drifting, you’ll want to anchor directly
over the structure you intend to fish. Moving tide is recommended but
I have had a number of good outings at slack tide in low light. Because
of their funny mouths and laziness, they can be tricky to hook. I
recommend using a long musky rod with moderate action, which is
good for quick hook sets – the longer span of the 8-foot rod will drive
the hook faster but the softness of the moderate action will not whip
the hook of the tautogs mouth. 

Hogy Jig Biki Rig 3/0: Tautog have funny mouths with thick skin that
can be difficult to hook. For that reason, I like needle sharp, live bait
hooks for fast penetration. Green crabs are the bait of choice; cut them
in half with simple kitchen scissors and  remove the hard top shell to
increase hook up rations. Use the lightest weight as necessary to hold
bottom – this will help reduce snags. 

Tactical Jig: Rounded sinker

Strategy: It’s all about the rocks with 
Tautog.  I love rock piles in 15 to 25 
feet of water, particularly those that 
are near other rock piles so I can easily 
bounce between spots until I find them. 
Tautog are very lazy fish meaning they will 

Drifting over structure is a great way to begin targeting
groundfish. This simple technique can be achieved by reading
your boat drift before positioning your boat ahead of bottom
structure and allowing wind and current drift the boat over
the structure.

Tip: Do not run over the structure you intend to fish when
setting up a new drift. Especially in shallow water.
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TOG

FLUKE

DRIFTING RIPS

ANCHOR STRUCTURE

Tip: When try to catch tautog, anchoring directly over the rock
pile is critical. Figure out your drift and how much scope you’ll
need to let out on your anchor so that you can drop your rigs
directly on top of the rocks.

Scup: Hair style teasers. Maybe squid, clam or sea
worm, but bait is optional and unnecessary.

Sea Bass: Hair  or Tube style teasers. Maybe squid,
clam or sea worm, but bait is t optional and
unnecessary.

Tautog: Hair style teasers. Green Crabs cut in half.
Hair teaser still has you in the game.

Fluke: Hair or tube style teasers. Bait will up your
game by 50%. Squid is the most popular bait.

Cod and Haddock: Hair or Tube style teasers. Maybe
squid or clam, but bait is optional and unnecessary.

BAIT TIPS
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fishing. Where I am fishing, East of Chatham on Cape Cod, there are
so many topographical changes that you’ll have plenty of spots to
work. 

Hogy Jig Biki Rig 5/0 or 7/0, Diesel Mack Rig 3/0: Cod can be so keyed
in on small bait that they often will only hit the teasers. The 3/0 +
hooks are big and strong enough for cod and will penetrate their
tough mouths.

Tactical Jig: Sand Eel Jig or Flutter Pitch Jig in 
under 200’ of water I recommend the 6.5oz 
and 8.5oz versions. In water over 200-feet 
with a strong current, I usually start with a 
12oz jig and move up to a 16oz jig in heavy 
current. The Hogy Sand Eel jig gets down the 
bottom quickly due to its long slender profile 
and is fished fast. If Cod or Haddock are favoring 
a bigger presentation, the alternative is the Hogy Flutter Pitch Jig
which will closely resemble a herring or similarly sized baitfish.

Strategy: I look for two things when searching for cod; a plateau, such
as ledges, that you can spot on a chart or a live bottom that looks
“furry” on the fish finder. I start by locating a circular, topographical
elevation or recess. In stating with the topography, I’ll try the
shallowest point first and drift over the deep side. Once I’m in the area
of where I think will be a good place to drop, I’ll invest some time into
looking for a live bottom, which shows up as an alternate color. From
my understanding, a live bottom consists of sponges, growths, crabs,
crustations, etc. In other words, a habitat in a big, open ocean that is
capable of holding a flourishing food chain.

Ideally, you might mark a few fish. But more 
often than not, you don’t. At least I don’t 
anyway. I’ll play around with drops if the 
area looks really good. Sometimes, on the 
first drop, I’ll pick up a few dogfish right 
away. If this happens, I’ll make a move to
 the next spot. It’s amazing to me how short 
of a move it can take to completely change the 

FISH SMART.
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COD & HADOCK LIVE BOTTOM

Tip: Pay close attention to your bottom machine when looking
for live bottom areas. They often show up as "blue fuzz" right
along the bottom.

OUTFITS
I take a very simple approach with my 
outfits for groundfishing for the sake of 
efficiency and repurpose a couple of rods I 
use every day. Ideally, you want moderate 
or “parabolic” action rods. They are 
forgiving and will result in few pulled hooks. 

Inshore Shallow: My striper rods… 7’ M 
or MH spinning road with 30-40lb braid 
with 4000 sized reel for up to 60’ 
of water or jigs up to 4.5oz.

Inshore Deep: My dedicated inshore
 jigging rod. 6’6” M action Jigging 
paired with 8000 sized reel with 60lb
 braid for jigs 4.5oz to 8.5oz. I also use this
 outfit for small tuna to 40lb.

SLOW TWITCH COD LIGHT TACKLE HADDOCK
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